DERELICT RUINS HAZELWOOD, DUMFRIESSHIRE (UK)
BUILDING OWNER

PROJECT
A new building has risen again from the derelict ruins of a small Dumfriesshire farm in a fantas!c example of old technology mee!ng new.
Hazelwood is in an exposed and elevated loca!on on the side of a hill in
South West Scotland and boasts wonderful panoramic views. The property
is owned by the Jencks family famous for their cu*ng edge design and
Architecture all over the World.

LILY JENCKS

The challenge was to convert the ruins to a house and create a building that
would integrate tradi!onal methods with new cu*ng edge waterprooﬁng.
It was a requirement of the design team that the materials used would
enhance and accentuate the old buildings stonework and create new
contras!ng lines of their own.
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GENESIS CONSTRUCTION

OUR SOLUTION
A.er seeing similar work on our HERTALAN® website, the design team
contacted the Carlisle CM oﬃce. In order to meet the architectural
demands hertalan easy cover membranes were used to highlight the
diﬀerence between old and new. HERTALAN® has years of experience regarding advice, supervision and the installa!on of EPDM cladding and
rooﬁng systems. Our EPDM is extremely durable and does not leach
out. This makes our EPDM perfectly suited in a cladding applica!on.
HERTALAN® EPDM cladding systems are sustainable, permanently ﬂexible
and in combina!on with its water resistance and aesthe!c proper!es
(ma< black appearance) an ideal product to ﬁt architectural requirements.
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DERELICT RUINS HAZELWOOD, DUMFRIESSHIRE (UK)
OUR SYSTEM
Our HERTALAN® EPDM is ideally suited for durable rooﬁng and durable
cladding systems. This project shows how hertalan easy cover
membranes are perfect both as an EPDM rooﬁng system and EPDM
cladding system.
HERTALAN® EPDM rooﬁng and façade systems are durable, las!ngly
ﬂexible and combined with their striking aesthe!cal characteris!cs,
makes them an ideal product for any architectural requirement.
In order to persuade the owner of the suitability of HERTALAN® EPDM a
mock roof/wall façade including window and associated detail work was
produced by the Technical Services team. This allowed the client to see
how the EPDM would appear and perfom in this situa!on. Early concerns were that the rubber may appear too light but these worries faded
once taking delivery of the model.
TRADITIONAL MEETS NEW
The old buildings ruined stonework was reinforced with new stonework
which matches the old, as closely as possible. The framework is built
from treated carcassing and ﬁnished with from OSB sheets.
To ensure that all the joinery components meshed with the EPDM in a
weatherproof manner, the rooﬁng contractor worked closely with our
Technical Services Representa!ve whilst laying the easy cover over the
external OSB shee!ng.
hertalan easy cover rolls have a manageable size of 1.40 mtr. by 20 mtr.
This means that with only one seam upto 56m2 is covered.
HERTALAN® EPDM is easy to install and ﬁts on nearly every surface. As
well as this the EPDM systems manufactured by HERTALAN® are
ecologically compatible, do not leach and have a service life of more
than 50 years (S.K.Z. Study 2001).
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